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To All the Young Men and Women, I have had the Pleasure and Honor to Coach, 

       …some of you not so young anymore. 

To all of the Martin High School Swimmers, swimmers from my early years at Lamar, Mid-

Cities Arlington Swimming, Swim Team Arlington, Arlington Irving Aquatics, Arlington 

Aquatics, and all the way back to 1983 Eastchase Aquatics and all the parents along the way, 

many of you may or may not know that I am retiring from competitive swim coaching. 

It is hard to believe that 35 years have gone by in Arlington.  When I moved here in 1983 my 

thought was it would be for 2 maybe 3 years, then I would be off back to Minnesota.  As the 

years ticked by and fast kid after fast kid kept coming through the door it was truly a job that I 

could not leave.  Coaching my teams created an opportunity for me to work with amazing young 

individual’s and travel this remarkable country.  Those experiences were exhilarating.  Weeks on 

end would go by, coaching kids competing at High School State Championships, Junior 

Nationals, Senior Nationals, TAGS, US Opens and twice the opportunity to take athletes to the 

Olympic Trials.  To those of you whom may not have reached those levels but, worked just as 

hard towards making a District Team, becoming a District or Regional Finalist or trying to move 

up the swimming ladder from B/C Champs to the next level, I am sincerely grateful to you for 

giving me your very best, day in and day out. 

There are so many of you that have made my life and career unbelievably rewarding, from 

watching entry level swimmers work hard to progress and succeed, to those of you that excelled 

at the highest levels.  As I look back on my career, I would not wish to change anything. 

Since arriving in Texas, a young 26-year-old know it all, which I soon found out I didn’t, to my 

last few days at Martin there are far too many people to thank for making my success possible.  

To all the Coaches I have had the luxury to share the pool deck with, thank you.  Thank you for 

challenging me and dealing with my set-in stubborn way of doing things, thank you for being 

creative, thank you for being tremendous mentors and thank you for being supportive of me and 

our athletes.  I say, our athletes, because we always worked together for the best for our kids, 

regardless of who they were affiliated with. 

To all the parents who got up at 5 AM to get their own, and often someone else’s kid, to practice.  

To the parents who, for all my years have given incredible support for all the programs at every 

level involved in successful swimming and given your incredible support to me.  Thank you.  

I do have to thank one person specifically!  Cindy Lane.  Cindy was the backbone of not only 

Arlington swimming success but my ability to progress and excel in our sport.  She was invested 

and took interest in the athletes lives beyond swimming.  Year after year, when I would look to 

what young potential was coming up to the High School and Senior level programs I had my 

doubts.  Inevitably, once the season was over the next group of stellar young swimmers were 

waiting on my doorstep.  Cindy’s advancing swimmers were incredibly prepared, with 

outstanding work ethics, had refined stroke mechanics and the profound desire to get in and kick 

some ass, not only at meets but on a daily workout basis.  Cindy always made my job far easier 

than it could have or should have been. 
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Cindy was the caring Mom on deck, who loved her kids in the water.  Cindy was also always a 

guiding moral compass.  Integrity, honesty, work ethic, and just a downright nice person are a 

few of many words I could use in defining this remarkable lady. 

To you Cindy, as I step aside, I am forever grateful for what you accomplished, which in turn 

helped me accomplish. 

To the current Martin High School Swimmers, I will miss you.  Continue to strive and accept 

nothing but the best from yourself each and every set, each and every day.  My expectation is 

you will rise to heights you did not think possible, but, I know you can.  Nothing would make me 

happier than to come back and say “I told you, you could do it.”  For me seeing you on deck and 

working with you each day made my day. 

To all of you from the distant past to today, I thank you for making my life and career rewarding, 

challenging and something I can look back upon with great fondness and immeasurable pride.  I 

will be forever grateful to each and every one of you. 

Thanks to all of you for being part of this remarkable journey. 

 

Jon Ivonen 

    Retired! 
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